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Abstract: Slip often occurs in humanoid robot walking, especially when the robot walks on a low
friction floor or walks fast. Unexpected slip may cause the robot to fall and then sustain damage.
In real environments, rotational and translational slip phenomena can happen during biped walking.
Previous studies have mainly focused on solving these problems independently. In this paper,
we propose strategies for simultaneous rotational and translational slip prevention based on a three
mass model, which takes into account the effect of the swing leg. The rotational slip is prevented
through a bionic walking pattern generator which mimics the yaw moment compensation mechanism
of a human. The translational slip is eliminated through a novel reaction force ratio reduction control
with the compensation of CoM (center of mass) acceleration. The effectiveness of the presented
strategies is validated by simulations and experiments with an actual humanoid robot.

Keywords: humanoid robot; rotational slip prevention; translational slip prevention

1. Introduction

Encouraging achievements for humanoid robots, such as stable walking pattern generation [1–3],
dexterous mechanical design [4–6], and adaptive performance improvement [7–9], have been made
during the last few decades. However, numerous problems concerned with humanoid robots operating
in natural environments reliably remain unsolved. One of these problems consists in the prevention of
slip during biped walking. Slip may cause humanoid robots to walk unstably or even fall. Therefore,
slip prevention is a crucial issue for real-world applications of humanoid robots.

Previous studies address that the slip of a humanoid robot during walking is divided into
rotational slip and translational slip [10]. Thus, two categories of slip prevention strategies have
emerged.

On the aspect of rotational slip, many studies focus on the important effects between inertial
moments and friction moments. They prevent rotational slipping by balancing the inertial and
the friction moments with controlling the movements of the upper body [11–14]. A class of methods
reduced the inertial moments by the arm swing strategy [11,12]. Collins et al. proposed that the arm
swing effectively prevented slipping during biped walking since it reduced vertical ground reaction
moment by 63% [11]. Punt et al. found that excessive arm swing in comparison to normal arm swing
prevented rotational slipping and increased the biped walking stability dramatically [12]. Another
class of methods compensated the inertial moments in yaw to prevent support foot slip as the upper
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body movements strategy [13,14]. Ugurlu et al. decreased the yaw moment by rotating the upper body,
which created a secondary moment to counteract the undesired moment [13]. Cisneros, et al. presented
a generalized approach for compensating the required yaw moment of the humanoid robot by
modifying the motion of the waist joint in order to prevent rotational slipping [14]. Although the above
strategies demonstrate the validity of handling the inertial moments to prevent rotational slipping,
the calculations for upper body movements are relatively complicated since they are computed from
complex robot models.

On the aspect of translational slip prevention, most of the studies concentrate on the frictional
constraint between the sole of the humanoid robot and the floor. Moreover, they prevent translational
slipping by causing the friction which is required for humanoid robot to walk less than the maximum
friction that the ground can provide [15–20]. Khadiv et al. and Brandao et al. developed a gait
optimization routine to generate walking patterns. These walking patterns demanded the lowest
friction forces for implementation in order to prevent translational slipping [15,16]. Vázquez et al. and
Hashlamon et al. designed sensors as a measurement system of slip and then adapted the contact
points of the robot with the walking surface in order to increase the frictional characteristics [17,18].
Takabayashi et al. and Bowyer et al. calculated the frictional force to deduce the quantitative expression
of frictional constraint. Constraining the friction of fast walking within the computed constraint
could then prevent translational slipping during fast walking [19,20]. The above methods handled
the translational slip phenomenon by reducing the required friction for biped walking or enhancing
the friction between the sole of the robot and the ground. However, these methods only consider
translational slip, without considering rotational slip, which is important in actual biped walking.

In fact, the rotational and translational slip occur at the same time in biped walking, especially in
fast walking [19,21]. Most of the researchers propose methods that only target one of these types of slip.
Very few works discuss how to prevent rotational and translational slip simultaneously [11–15,17,19].
Furthermore, most of these previous strategies, such as inverted pendulum model or inverted
pendulum flywheel model [12–14,19], utilize the simplified model. In these models, a humanoid
robot is regarded as a mass point so that the influences of the swing leg are ignored. However,
the effect of the swing leg is a significant matter in slip prevention.

In order to overcome the above deficiencies, this paper presents a simultaneous prevention for
rotational and translational slip during humanoid walking. The main contributions are as follows:

(1) A three mass model is utilized to improve the accuracy of the dynamic model for slip prevention.
It takes into account the effect of swing leg on robot slip.

(2) A bionic walking pattern generator by mimicking the yaw moment compensation mechanism of
humans is presented for rotational slip prevention. It effectively reduces the yaw moment with
the optimized trajectories of swing arm and rotational waist based on the three mass model.

(3) A novel reaction force ratio reduction control using CoM (center of mass) acceleration
compensation is proposed for translational slip prevention. It rapidly makes the ratio of tangential
force to normal reaction force smaller than the coefficient of the ground friction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the dynamic model of slip
prevention. Section 3 analyzes the yaw moment compensation mechanism of human walking and then
presents a human-inspired walking pattern generator for rotational slip prevention. Section 4 provides
a novel reaction force ratio reduction controller for translational slip prevention. Section 5 demonstrates
the effectiveness of the proposed slip prevention methods with simulations and experiments. Section 6
concludes the paper.
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2. Dynamics Model of Slip Prevention

2.1. Slip Prevention Scheme Overview

Slip usually appears quite suddenly and urgently. Humans manage to overcome slip in daily
walking in a natural way through coordinated body movements. The arm swing and waist rotation
play important roles in compensating the yaw moment in the vertical direction, and then prevent
the possibility of potential rotational slip due to a reduction of the inertial moments. Therefore,
we propose a bionic walking pattern generator to prevent rotational slipping by mimicking the yaw
moment compensation mechanism of human.

Although the generated walking pattern can prevent the rotational slip, the translational slip still
exists during biped walking. As described in the introduction, the translational slip is mainly caused
by the fact that the ratio of tangential force to normal reaction force is greater than the coefficient of
the ground friction. Therefore, we propose a novel reaction force ratio reduction controller to prevent
translational slipping by quickly compensating the CoM acceleration.

Figure 1 shows the overview of the control architecture for translational and rotational slip
prevention. First, according to the human walking mechanism, the rotational prevention pattern
generator produce the desired walking pattern, which eliminates the rotational slip. The reference
CoM acceleration, (ẍc, z̈c), is obtained. However, this walking pattern cannot make humanoid
robots walk stably because of the translational slip. The translational slip prevention controller
thus works based on the current robot state, which computes the compensation of CoM acceleration
(∆ẍc, ∆z̈c). If the ratio of the tangential force to normal reaction force is within the designated range,
the translational slip may not happen. The CoM acceleration compensation should be ∆ẍc = 0 and
∆z̈c = 0. Otherwise, at least one of the value of the CoM acceleration compensation is not equal to 0.
This CoM acceleration compensation is added to the reference CoM acceleration. The compensated
CoM acceleration affects the Zero Moment Point (ZMP), and the modified ZMP then adjusts the joint
angles. Finally, the humanoid robot can walk stably without rotational or translational slip.

Rotational slip prevention 

pattern generator

Translational slip 

prevention controller

Desired 

input

CoM acceleration 

compensation

Human walking mechanism
cx

cz

xF
zF

Simulator / Robot

Current state

( , )c cx z ( , )c cx z

Figure 1. Overview of the control architecture for translational and rotational slip prevention.

2.2. The Three Mass Model

A humanoid robot is a highly non-linear and strong coupling system with complex dynamics and
kinematic constraints. It is difficult to estimate the current state by this complicated model. In order to
obtain the real-time state of the robot quickly, the model of the humanoid robot should be simplified.
Meanwhile, as the introduction describes, the simplified model should also take the swing leg into
consideration. Hence, we utilized a three mass model to analyze slip prevention.

The three mass model proposed in this paper consists of three point masses, as Figure 2 depicts.
One of the point masses is at the end of the inverted pendulum, and the other two are at the ankle of
the support leg and the swing leg.
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To analyze the rotational slip, the lateral plane is shown in Figure 2a. When the walking speed
and the foot trajectories of the robot have been designated, the dynamics of the swing leg is derived.
The yaw moment of the swing leg for the robot is calculated as

Mswg = mswgdh ẍswg (1)

where Mswg is the yaw moment of the swing leg; mswg is the mass of the swing leg; dh is the distance
between the projection point of the swing leg center on the ground and the projection point of CoM on
the ground; ẍswg is the acceleration of swing leg in x direction.

m
hd

supm
swgm

z

y

(a) Three mass model in lateral plane.

Trunk

Hip

Knee

Ankle

(b) Three mass model in sagittal plane.

Figure 2. Three mass model for humanoid robot.

Once the yaw moment of the swing leg is larger than the friction moment, the support leg of
the humanoid robot may rotate on the ground and deviate the robot from its desired path. In order to
prevent this rotational slipping, the yaw moment of the swing leg should be reduced, which is realized
by a human-inspired walking pattern generator as the following section describes.

To study the translational slip, the sagittal plane is shown in Figure 2b. PC(xC, zC) is the position of
CoM and Pz(xz, zz) is the position of ZMP. The ground reaction force to the support leg is decomposed
into two parts. One is horizontal and the other is vertical. The horizontal and vertical forces are
computed as

Fx = mẍc + mswg ẍswg

Fz = mz̈c + mg + mswg(g + z̈swg) + msupg
(2)

where Fx and Fz are the horizontal and vertical reaction forces, respectively; m, mswg, msup, and
mtotal are the mass of inverted pendulum, the swing leg, the support leg, and the whole model,
respectively; ẍc and z̈c are the horizontal and vertical acceleration of CoM, respectively; ẍswg and z̈swg

are the horizontal and vertical acceleration of the swing leg, respectively; g is the gravity acceleration;
h is the height of the CoM.

It is obvious that the humanoid robot may slip when the ratio of tangential force to normal reaction
force is greater than the coefficient of the friction between the foot sole and the ground. The horizontal
force, Fx, is a tangential force, while the vertical force, Fz, is a normal reaction force. In order to prevent
translational slipping, the following equation should be satisfied:

|Fx/Fz| ≤ µ0 (3)

where µ0 is the threshold of the coefficient of friction. The material of the foot sole and the ground is
known, so the coefficient of static friction between the foot sole and the ground surface is estimated.
Then, the threshold of the coefficient of friction, µ0, is set to be smaller than this estimated coefficient
of static friction in order to handle the ground surface of this material.
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Then, by substituting Equation (2) into Equation (3), the acceleration constraint can be derived as

| Fx/Fz| = | (aẍc + bẍswg)/(az̈c + bz̈swg + g)| ≤ µ0 (4)

where a = m/mtotal and b = mswg/mtotal = msup/mtotal .
Equation (4) indicates that the accelerations of CoM and swing leg are critical to restrict

the horizontal and vertical reaction force. Therefore, Equation (4) is treated as a translational slip
indicator since it can estimate the state of the humanoid robot. In order to prevent translational
slipping, the accelerations of CoM and swing leg should be limited to Equation (4), which is achieved
by a reaction force ratio reduction controller as the next section states.

3. Rotational Slip Prevention

A human-inspired walking pattern generator for humanoid robot is proposed to prevent rotational
slipping in this section. Firstly, we reviewed the yaw moment compensation mechanism when human
walks, which is summed up in our previous work [22]. The motion design and parameters optimization
based on the three mass model is then presented, including the motion design of upper body and
the reference trajectory of the whole body generation.

3.1. Yaw Moment Compensation Mechanism for Human Walking

The gait pattern of the human walking is recorded by the optical motion capture system, which
consists of 12 optical cameras located around the ceiling board and 38 retro-reflective markers fixed
on each human subject. Several of these markers are intentionally located on the shoulder and waist
parts for the motion capture in this study. The cameras receive the returned signals from the markers,
capture their varied positions, and thus record the gait pattern of the subjects, as Figure 3 shows.
The frequency for the data update is 100 frames per second. The yaw moment between feet and ground
in the human walking can be measured using the yaw moment measurement system [23].

Figure 3. Snapshots of the human walking experiment by the motion capture system.

The gait pattern data are acquired from several subjects for universality, and each subject is
required to walk at different speeds (ranging from 4 to 6 km/h) and walk with varied upper body
motions (walk naturally with arm-swing and waist rotation, walk without waist rotation or arm-swing,
and walk without arm-swing and with waist rotation). The details of the human walking data collection
experiments are shown in [23]. Several important rules can be drawn after studying the yaw moment
compensation mechanism in human walking [22].

• The arm swing and waist rotation in the vertical direction contribute to the yaw moment
compensation in the walking.

• The arm swings in the back-and-forth pattern periodically, and the amplitude of the swing arm
increases as the step length gets larger during the walking.
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• The second derivative of the angle trajectory of the swing arm shows that the acceleration
of the swing angle undergoes roughly the five stages: ascent, light fluctuation, descent, light
fluctuation, and ascent.

• The waist rotation in the vertical direction occurs in the similar form as the periodic sinusoidal
signal in human walking, and the rotation angle becomes larger when the walking speed increases.

3.2. Yaw Moment Compensation for Humanoid Robot Walking

In order to prevent rotational slipping, the yaw moment compensation for humanoid robot
walking is designed based on the yaw moment compensation mechanism of human walking introduced
above. As the rules of human walking describe above, arm swing and waist rotation could reduce
the yaw moment to a certain degree. Thus, the yaw moment compensation for humanoid robot
walking consists of arm swing and waist rotation.

Since the arm swings in the back-and-forth pattern during human walking, the shoulder joint of
humanoid robot that makes the arm swing in the pitch direction should rotate and other arm joints
of humanoid robot should be fixed. According to the five stages of the arm swing described above,
the acceleration of the shoulder joint θ̈a(t) is designed as follows:

θ̈a(t) =



kaDstepajt, 0 ≤ t ≤ T1

kaDstepamax, T1 < t ≤ T − T1

−kaDstepaj(t− T), T − T1 < t ≤ T + T1

−kaDstepamax, T + T1 < t ≤ Tf − T1

kaDstepaj(t− Tf ), Tf − T1 < t ≤ Tf

(5)

where aj is the maximum value of the jerk for the shoulder joint, which is determined by the actuators;
Dstep is the step length for the designated walking speed; ka is the adjustable coefficient of the jerk
for real application, which should satisfy 0 ≤ ka ≤ 1/Dstep; amax is the maximum acceleration for
the shoulder joint; T1 is the predefined time for the acceleration increase or decrease which is derived
from T1 = amax/aj; Tf is the planning time for the motion design, which should satisfy Tf = 2T.

Then the three mass model is used to compute the constraint of yaw moment [24].
The approximated moment in the vertical direction of one single swing arm, Ma(t), is given as

Ma(t) =
1
2

Lama θ̈a(t)Ws (6)

where ma is the mass of the swing arm; La is the length of the swing arm; Ws is the distance between
the projection point of the swing arm center on the ground and the projection point of CoM on
the ground.

Since the waist rotation is related to the walking speed according to the yaw moment
compensation mechanism of human walking, the rotation angle of waist is designed as follows:

θw(t) = kwvsin(
πt

Tstep
) (7)

where θw is the rotation angle of the waist; kw is the adjustable coefficient for real application which
should satisfy 0 ≤ kw ≤ θmax/v; v is the walking speed of humanoid robot; Tstep is the walking cycle
time. θmax is the norm of the predefined boundary value of the waist rotation angle.

The approximated moment in the vertical direction of the waist, Mw(t), is given as

Mw = (Iw + mwd2
w)θ̈w(t) (8)
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where Iw is the moment of inertia of the waist; dw is the distance between the projection point of CoM
on the ground and the center of the foot-ground contact area.

The rotational slip may be prevented unless the moments in the vertical direction of the swing
arm and waist satisfy the following constraint:

Mw + Ma + Mswg ≤ M f tmax

Mw(kw) + Ma(ka) + Mswg ≤ M f tmax
(9)

where M f tmax is the maximum frictional moment provided by the contact conditions, which can
be estimated using the method in [10]. The constraints of the adjustable parameters ka and kw for
rotational slip prevention is depicted as

(ka, kw) ∈ Ω (10)

where Ω is the area for the restricted values determined by 0 ≤ ka ≤ 1, 0 ≤ kw ≤ θmax/v, and
the constraints of Equation (9).

3.3. Optimized Pattern Generation for Rotational Slip Prevention

In order to generate a gait pattern for stable biped walking, parameters for the hip and feet in
the sagittal plane should be optimized. In this study, we optimize the gait pattern by mimicking the yaw
moment compensation mechanism of human walking, taking full account of the contributions of
the arm swinging and waist rotation in the yaw moment compensation based on the three mass model.

Figure 4 illustrates the process of the gait pattern generation, where the optimized parameters of
arm swing and waist rotation are ka and kw. After the foot parameters are determined considering
the walking speed and the ground conditions, the hip positions xh and zh are used for ZMP calculation
to select the gait pattern that produces the maximum stability margin (the method for selecting hip
position is proposed in [8]).

Human walking 

mechanism

Foot parameters setting for the 

specified step period and length 

Arm swinging and waist rotating 

parameters setting for yaw 

moment compensation (    ,    )ka kw

Horizontal and vertical hip 

parameters setting for stability 

optimization (    ,    )xh zh

ZMP calculation

Maximum stability margin?

Yes

Reference trajecory

Initial parameters setting
( , )a wk k 

sd h edx x x 
sd h edz z z 

No

Figure 4. Flowchart of the optimized gait pattern generation.
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4. Translational Slip Prevention

A reaction force ratio reduction controller for humanoid robots is proposed to prevent translational
slipping. The flow chart of this translational slip prevention controller is shown in Figure 5.
This controller computes the compensation of CoM acceleration and then adds the compensation to
the reference CoM acceleration. The CoM acceleration is associated with the ZMP. When the humanoid
robot tends to slip, the ZMP is modified according to the CoM acceleration compensation, which means
the ratio of the reaction force is modified. As long as the ratio of the reaction force is reduced according
to the compensation, the translational slip prevention is achieved.

Reference 

trajectory
Slip occurs?

Translational slip 

prevention controller

Yes

No

( , )c cx z 

CoM acceleration compensation

Humanoid 

robot

Figure 5. Flowchart of the translational slip controller.

4.1. ZMP Deviation

According to the definition of ZMP in [25], the ZMP in the x direction, xz can be calculated as

xz = [
n

∑
i=0

mi(z̈i + g)xi −
n

∑
i=0

mi ẍizi −
n

∑
i=0

IiyΩ̈iy]/
n

∑
i=0

mi(z̈i + g) (11)

where n is the number of links; mi is the mass of link i; (xi, yi, zi) is the coordinate of the mass center of
link i; Ii is the rotational inertial of link i; Ω̈i is the angular acceleration of link i.

In order to simplify calculations, the items ∑n
i=0 IiyΩ̈iy are ignored. Since a three mass model is

utilized, the ZMP in the x direction as Equation (11) shows can be rewritten as

xz =[m(z̈c + g)xc −mẍczc + mswg(z̈swg + g)xswg −mswg ẍswgzswg]

/[m(z̈c + g) + mswg(z̈swg + g) + msupg]

=[a(z̈c + g)xc − aẍczc + b(z̈swg + g)xswg − bẍswgzswg]

/(g + az̈c + bz̈swg).

(12)

Here, we assume that ∆t is the time interval and that ∆xz is the ZMP deviation. Equation (12)
is discretized by the time interval, and the equation at the current time t(k)(k = 0, 1, 2...N) is then
shown as:

xz =[a(z̈c(k) + g)xc(k)− aẍc(k)zc(k) + b(z̈swg(k) + g)xswg(k)− bẍswg(k)zswg(k)]

/[g + az̈c(k) + bz̈swg(k)].
(13)

The dynamics balance equation at the next control period t(k + 1) is derived as

xz =[a(z̈c(k + 1) + g)xc(k + 1)− aẍc(k + 1)zc(k + 1) + b(z̈swg(k + 1) + g)xswg(k + 1)

− bẍswg(k + 1)zswg(k + 1)]/[g + az̈c(k + 1) + bz̈swg(k + 1)].
(14)
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After the extremely short time interval ∆t, the accelerations, CoM, and ZMP positions at the next
control period can be obtained through the Taylor formula. Ignoring the quadratic and higher order
terms of ∆t, the relation between each item after the short-term increment ∆t is computed as

ẍc(k + 1) = ẍc(k) + ∆ẍc(k), ẍswg(k + 1) = ẍswg(k) + ∆ẍswg(k), z̈c(k + 1) = z̈c(k) + ∆z̈c(k)

zc(k + 1) = zc(k) + ∆zc(k), zswg(k + 1) = zswg(k) + ∆zswg(k), xz(k + 1) = xz(k) + ∆xz(k)

xc(k + 1) = xc(k) + ∆xc(k), z̈swg(k + 1) = z̈swg(k) + ∆z̈swg(k), xswg(k + 1) = xswg(k) + ∆xswg(k).

(15)

Then, substituting Equations (13) and (14) into Equation (15), the dynamics balance equations in
the adjacent control periods is obtained as

∆xz(k)[g + az̈c(k) + bz̈swg(k)] + aẋc(k)∆t[xz(k) + ∆xz(k)][a∆z̈c(k) + b∆z̈swg(k)]

= a[z̈c(k) + g]ẋc(k)∆t + a∆z̈c(k)[xc(k) + ẋc(k)∆t]− a[ẍc(k)żc(k)∆t + ∆ẍc(k)zc(k)

+ ẍc(k)ẋc(k)∆t] + bẋswg(k)∆t[z̈swg(k) + g] + b∆z̈c(k)[xswg(k) + ẋswg(k)∆t]

− b[ ¨swgc(k)żc(k)∆t + ∆ ¨swgc(k)zc(k) + ¨swgc(k)ẋc(k)∆t].

(16)

When ignoring the items ∆z̈c(k), ∆xz(k), ∆z̈swg(k), and ∆xz(k), the relationship between
the increments of the accelerations and the ZMP is expressed as

a(xz − xc − ẋc∆t)∆z̈c + b(xz − xswg − ẋswg∆t)∆z̈swg + a(zc + żc∆t)∆ẍc + b(zc + żswg∆t)∆ẍswg

= a(z̈c + g)ẋc∆t− aẍc żc∆t + b(z̈swg + g)ẋswg∆t− bẍswg żswg∆t− (g + az̈c + bz̈swg)∆xz.
(17)

4.2. Translational Slip Prevention Control

When the ratio of tangential force to normal reaction force is greater than the coefficient of friction,
the humanoid robot may slip. In order to prevent this translational slipping, the ratio should be
reduced by controlling the acceleration of CoM and swing leg. However, the acceleration of swing
leg mainly causes rotational slip, which has been eliminated by the above human-inspired walking
pattern generator. Hence, the translational slip caused by the acceleration of swing leg is negligible.
Therefore, only the CoM acceleration is concerned.

According to the above, a novel CoM acceleration compensation controller is designed. The CoM
acceleration compensation consists of two parts. One is vertical and the other is horizontal. Compared
with the compensation of horizontal CoM acceleration, the compensation of vertical CoM acceleration
has less effect on ZMP, which determines the stable walking of a humanoid robot. Thus, the vertical
CoM acceleration is compensated first. If the translational slip still occurs after compensating
the vertical CoM acceleration, the horizontal CoM acceleration will be compensated.

The acceleration of swing leg is ignored, so ∆z̈swg and ∆ẍswg is treated as 0. The compensation of
vertical CoM acceleration is first designed to produce a desired ZMP increment ∆xz, as follows:

∆z̈c =

{
k/[a(xz − xc − ẋcv∆t)], | Fx/Fz| ≤ µ0

Fz/m− g/a− bz̈swg/a, | Fx/Fz| ≥ µ0
(18)

where k = a(z̈c + g)ẋc∆t− aẍc żc∆t + b(z̈swg + g)ẋswg∆t− bẍswg żswg∆t− (g + az̈c + bz̈swg)∆xz. In this
situation, ∆ẍc is considered to be 0. If ∆z̈c satisfies the constraint of Equation (4), then the CoM
acceleration compensation control is finished.
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However, if ∆z̈c cannot satisfy the constraint of Equation (4), the actual ∆z̈c, which produces µ0,
will be adopted. Meanwhile, the horizontal CoM acceleration is compensated. After ∆z̈c has been
determined, the compensation of horizontal CoM acceleration is determined as

∆ẍc =


[k− a(xz − xc − ẋcv∆t)]/[a(zc + żc∆t)], | Fx/Fz| ≤ µ0

(g + az̈c + bz̈swg)µ0 − bẍswg/a− bẍc/a, Fx/Fz > µ0

−(g + az̈c + bz̈swg)µ0 − bẍswg/a− bẍc/a, Fx/Fz < −µ0

. (19)

The vertical CoM acceleration is compensated at first, as Equation (18) shows which has less
influence on ZMP. If the constraint of Equation (4) is still unsatisfied, the horizontal CoM acceleration
is compensated. Meanwhile, the magnitude of CoM acceleration compensation is limited in actual
experiments. Therefore, this CoM acceleration compensation control is able to prevent the translational
slip while preserving the ZMP in the support polygon.

5. Simulations and Experiments

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed methods for slip prevention, simulations and
experiments are tested on our BHR-5 humanoid robot. Physical parameters of BHR-5 are listed in [8].
The walking speed is 1.5 km/h with the length of 0.6 m and the step period of 1.4 s.

5.1. Simulations

The physical parameters of the virtual biped robot model are the same as the actual robot.
The robot walked on a floor in the simulations. The physical parameters of the ground is set according
to the actual ground in the experiments. The coefficient of static friction is estimated to be 0.5.
Then, the threshold of the coefficient of friction, µ0, is set to be 0.3.

The comparison of without and with proposed slip prevention control is shown in Figure 6.
The robot is commanded to walk along the straight dotted lines. Figure 6a shows that, without the slip
prevention control proposed in this paper, the rotation slip occurs since the swing leg of the fast
walking robot brings too large a yaw moment. Hence, the robot cannot walk along the dotted line.
When the proposed slip prevention control is applied, this slip is prevented successfully, and the robot
can walk along the dotted line, as Figure 6b shows.

(a) Walking simulation without slip prevention method. (b) Walking simulation with slip prevention method.

Figure 6. Humanoid robot walking simulations.

Figure 7 shows the yaw moment with and without rotational prevention control during biped
walking in simulation. As the blue line depicts, the robot would suffer from large rotational slip
without the proposed method since the yaw moment has large fluctuations because of the huge
moment of the swing leg. When the proposed human-inspired walking pattern generation is utilized,
the arm swinging and waist rotation effectively reduce the yaw moment as the red line depicts.
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Thus, the proposed rotational slip prevention control, which generates the walking pattern based on
the yaw moment compensation mechanism in humans, is effective.

Figure 8a shows the ratio of the horizontal reaction force to the vertical reaction force, which is
Fx/Fz. As Equation (3) indicates, if the ratio of horizontal force to vertical force is smaller than
the coefficient of the ground friction, the possibility of translational slip is smaller. When the proposed
CoM acceleration compensation control works as the red line shows, the reaction force ratio is smaller
than that without control which is plotted in blue line. That means the proposed CoM acceleration
compensation control prevents the translational slip to a certain degree.

Meanwhile, Figure 8b compares the ZMP in the forward direction with and without translational
slip prevention control during biped walking. The original ZMP as the blue line depicts, is produced
by the walking planning method in [8]. Thus, this ZMP is modified according to the CoM acceleration
compensation and is depicted in the red line. Both ZMP are within the maximum stability margin.
However, the red line is more close to the boundary of the stability margin, which means that
the proposed method sacrifices part of the ZMP based on stability for slip prevention. This is realistic
and quite helpful for humanoid walking in real environments.

Yaw moment (Nm)
Original yaw moment00 00         

Compensated yaw moment

Time (s)

2 4 6 8

30

20

10

0

-10

-20

-30

-40

Figure 7. Yaw moment in walking simulations. Blue line: without rotational slip prevention. Red line:
with rotational slip prevention.

Reaction force ratio 

without control

Reaction force ratio 

with control

Time (s)

0.3

0.15

0

-0.15

-0.3

Reaction force ratio 

0 1.5 3 4.5 6 7.5 9 10.5

(a) Reaction force ratio.

ZMP (m)

Maximum ZMP boundary

ZMP with compensation and control

Original ZMP

Minimum ZMP boundary   

Time (s)

3.2

2.4

1.6

0.8

0

2 4 6 8 10

(b) ZMP position.

Figure 8. Reaction force ratio and Zero Moment Point (ZMP) in walking simulations. (a) Blue line:
without proposed control. Red line: with proposed control. (b) Blue solid line: without proposed
control. Red solid line: with proposed control. Short dotted line: maximum ZMP boundary. Long
dotted line: minimum ZMP boundary.
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5.2. Experiments

The real humanoid robot BHR-5 [6] is used for experiments. Walking parameters are the same
as those in simulations. The material of the ground on which the robot walked is a kind of rubber.
The coefficient of static friction between the foot sole and the ground surface is estimated as 0.5 and
the threshold of the coefficient of friction, µ0, is set to 0.3.

Figure 9 shows the snapshots of biped walking in the real world. The yellow line (mark line)
is along the walking direction in the sagittal plane. Without the proposed slip prevention methods,
the robot is getting closer to the mark line during the walking as Figure 9a shows. However, once
the proposed slip prevention methods is used, the robot can keep straight walking along the make line,
as Figure 9b shows. Hence, the effectiveness of the proposed slip prevention methods is validated.

Figure 10a illustrates the comparison of the total yaw moment with and without the proposed slip
prevention methods. The blue line is the original yaw moment without control, while the red line is
the compensated yaw moment with control. The maximum yaw moment of the red line is smaller than
that of the blue line, which means the proposed human-inspired yaw moment compensation method
effectively reduces the yaw moment. Therefore, the rotational slip is prevented by the proposed
walking pattern generator in Section 3.

(a) Walking experiment without slip prevention method. (b) Walking experiment with slip prevention method.

Figure 9. Humanoid robot walking experiments.
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(a) Yaw moment in humanoid walking.
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(b) Reaction force ratio in humanoid walking.

Figure 10. Yaw moment and reaction force ratio in humanoid walking. Blue lines are yaw moment and
reaction force ratio without proposed control. Red lines are yaw moment and reaction force ratio with
proposed control.

Figure 10b compares the reaction force ratio Fx/Fz during walking. It is obvious that the reaction
force ratio with the proposed slip prevention methods is smaller than that without the proposed
slip prevention methods. The reduced amplitudes of the red line indicates that the proposed CoM
acceleration compensation method in this paper is effective in suppressing the reaction force ratio. Thus,
the translational slip is prevented by the proposed reaction force ratio reduction control in Section 4.

6. Conclusions

Humanoid robots may encounter slip while walking in a real environment. Even a slight slip can
make a robot walk unstably or even fall. As such, a humanoid robot must be able to avoid slipping.

This paper proposes a method of preventing rotational and translational slip simultaneously for a
humanoid robot. A three mass model, which takes into account the effect of swing leg on robot slip,
is utilized for slip prevention. As for rotational slip prevention, a bionic walking pattern generator
including arm swing and waist rotation is proposed to reduce the inertial moments in the yaw direction.
This rotational slip prevention method studies from the yaw moment compensation mechanism of
human walking. As for translational slip prevention, a novel reaction force ratio reduction control
including compensating CoM acceleration is proposed to reduce the ratio of tangential force to normal
reaction force. When the ratio of tangential force to normal reaction force is smaller than the coefficient
of the ground friction, the translational slip is prevented. The simulations and experiments confirm
that the humanoid robot can avoid both rotational and translational slip with the proposed slip
prevention strategy.

Future work will consist in carrying out more experiments on various coefficients of friction
between the foot sole and the ground surface and studying the slip prevention strategy in a more
complex environment, such as slopes and soft and uneven ground.
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